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Abstract 
In a wireless sensor networks, most important problem is to provide privacy in location. Due to compromise attack, the 

compromised node can leak out the event location .The existing techniques safeguard the sensor network only against 

the local eavesdropper who is having limited knowledge of the network topology.  No. of approaches exist which might 

be effective at defeating the particular limited adversary called local eavesdropper who is able to only observe network 

traffic in a very small region however few techniques continues to be proposed to accomplish protection from the 

stronger adversary known as global eavesdropper. Existing approaches provides different techniques for Preserving 

source location privacy and sink location privacy. The proposed technique uses backbone formation algorithm and 

Global Inspector. Each packet is passed from source to destination through Global Inspector. This approach provides 

location privacy to the source as well as sinks in the sensor networks. The proposed technique also provides trade-off 

between privacy and communication cost.  

 

Keywords: Context oriented security, eavesdropper, global inspector, location privacy, wireless Sensor 

network. 

 

1 INTRODUCTION 
 

Networks are both wired and wireless. There is not possible to monitor or control the entire network by 

a single node. There is a need to setup each node with of administrator. Wireless Sensor network (WSN) 

has generated tremendous interest among researchers these years because of their potential usage in a wide 

variety of applications. Data sharing in wireless sensor network includes the following components.  

 

� Sensor Field: Sensor field include sensor nodes. In the sensor field sensor nodes are communicate 

with each other. 

� Sensor Node: In includes communication nodes. Data are transferred between these nodes. 

� Gateway: A Gateway also known as access point, which enables the communication between sink 

and sensor nodes. 

� Task Manager: Task manager involves with performing some actions. 

� Network manager: Network manager involves in the network activities like network 

         Configuration, scheduling, monitor and controls the network 

� Security Manager: The Security manager involves in the network for the security purpose. It 

involves generation, Storage, and management of keys. Sensor nodes can be used for event detection 

and location sensing. WSN mainly used for monitoring and recording any physical or environmental 

conditions. Sensor nodes collect data from the environment, locally process this data and transmit the 

sensed data back to the user. The target information is passed to the main location through network. 

Sensor networks are used in most applications such as wildlife habitat monitoring, security and 

military surveillance, environment, health, home, other commercial areas and target tracking. 

 

1.1 Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) 
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 Wireless sensor network refers to a group of spatially dispersed and dedicated devices called nodes 

and few general purpose computing devices called base stations or sinks for monitoring and recording the 

physical conditions of the environment and organizing the collected data at a central location. The base 

stations usually act as gateways between the WSN and other networks (e.g., Internet). Nodes are outfitted 

with communication unit, processing unit, battery and sensor. Sensor networks can be used for wide range 

of applications where it is difficult or infeasible to set up wired networks. 

 

1.2 Privacy in WSN 

 

Privacy is one of the major issues in wireless sensor network. Privacy may be categorized into two 

sub-classes: content-oriented privacy and contextual privacy. Content-oriented privacy is concerned with 

the ability of adversaries to learn the content of transmissions in the sensor network. Contextual privacy 

concerns the ability of adversaries to infer information from observations of sensors and communications 

without access to the content of messages. In contrast to content-oriented security, the issue of contextual 

privacy is concerned with protecting the context associated with the dimensions and transmission of sensed 

data. For many scenarios, general contextual information surrounding the sensor application, specially the 

location of the message originator and the base station called as sink, are sensitive and must be protected. 

Among the different security threats in wireless sensor networks one is eavesdropping which involves 

attack against the confidentiality of data that is being transmitted across the network. Various privacy-

preserving routing techniques have been developed for sensor networks. Most of them are designed to 

protect against the local eavesdropper and some of them are capable of protecting against global 

eavesdropper. 

 

1.3 WSN applications can be classified into two categories 
   

Monitoring involves periodic data collection. When a certain event occurs in the sensing field, sensor nodes 

collect the sensor readings of that certain event and transmit them back to the sink. Tracking applications 

have different requirements than monitoring applications. This is because in target application the source of 

an event is a mobile node. Real-time communication is usually desired in tracking applications. 

Consider an example of military surveillance. In this application sink may collect the information 

about enemy through sensors. A strong adversary tries to eavesdrop on network traffic by compromising 

the sensor nodes to obtain the valuable information. Misuse of such information by an adversary cause 

financial losses and affect human lives. So there is a need to increase some security services like 

confidentiality, authentication, and integrity. Confidentiality of location is very important in wireless sensor 

network. This is because when the location is known by an adversary, they will easily hack the information. 

To avoid eavesdropper compromising the sensor node make stability path among the nodes. 

 

2. RELATED WORK 
 

In recent years data transfer over networks is increasing rapidly moreover the threats for the data 

also increasing in the same order. One of the main threats is location privacy. Here the attackers will locate 

the source or sinks location based on the contextual information. There are two types of attackers i.e. Local 

eavesdroppers and Global eavesdroppers. Local eavesdroppers are the one who can perform their attacks in 

small areas as their coverage is limited to some area where they initiates the task from sink and comes 

towards the source hop-by-hop by gathering the previous nodes information. The strong adversaries are the 

one who are effective when compared to local adversaries. The methods used in location privacy against 

local eavesdropper cannot affect the schemes of global eavesdroppers. To provide the privacy for the 

location there are many techniques some of them are discussed here: k-anonymity  and private information 

for Location-based services and fake packet generation which uses dummy packets to confuse the 

Adversary Phantom single path routing , in which the packets travels through different random paths 

before reaching to the destination. Li and Ren proposed a three two phase dynamic routing, here they send 

the packets to the far away node which is away from source and then to destination by using a single path 

routing technique. Deng et al.  Introduced a technique for location privacy by means of multi parent routing 

scheme, controlled random walk scheme, hot spot scheme, and fake packet scheme which protect the 

receiver’s location where they assumed that adversary as a local. Mehta et al. presented two techniques for 

source location privacy – periodic collection, in which nodes send packets to destination that it has actual 
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data to send or not and source simulation, in which we create multiple paths to divert the adversary. 

Similarly they proposed two techniques for sink location privacy – sink simulation, in which they hide the 

traffic of original sink and objects by creating the multiple traces in the directions of dummy sinks and back 

bone flooding, in which they send the packets to the selected portion. 

 

Fan et al.  Preserve location privacy by using homomorphism encryption operations to prevent traffic 

analysis in network coding. In, each cluster header can filter the dummy packets received from the sensor 

nodes of its cluster to reduce the number of dummy packets. Mehta et al.  formalize the location privacy 

problem using a global adversary model and compute a lower bound for the overhead required for 

achieving a given level of privacy protection. The proposed scheme by Alomair et al. can guarantee event 

indistinguishability by achieving interval indistinguishability, where the adversary cannot distinguish 

between the first, the middle, or the end of the interval. In, dummy packets can be filtered at proxy nodes, 

and the lifetime of the WSN is analyzed at different proxy assignment methodologies. Yang et al. proposed 

a technique proxy filtering, it include the proxy sensors which can filter the fake packets while arriving to 

sink, placing the proxies optimally leads to NP-Hard problem which shows the impact on the network 

lifetime The above mentioned techniques will provide location privacy against the strong adversaries but 

the consumption of energy is high which leads to degradation of network lifetime. Considering energy as a 

main constraint of the network, our CBCDR scheme will form the clusters which can provide the cyclic 

diversionary routing paths, where the cluster heads (CH) are selected and these CH will acts as a dummy to 

refine the fake packets which are delivered by dummy sources. 

 

3. PROPOSED SCHEME 
3.1 System Architecture 

 

In this paper the new scheme is proposed to provide location privacy to source as well as sink. The 

scheme is based on the GI- Global Inspector. In the proposed scheme after forming the network, backbone 

formation algorithm is used to create the backbone members between sources to destination. Packet from 

the source is transmitted to every backbone members. The distance between the every backbone member 

and destination is computed using Euclidian distance formula and the backbone member with minimum 

distance is selected as a global inspector. Through this global inspector only packet is forwarded to 

destination. The global inspector is responsible to examine whether the packet is eavesdrop or not by the 

adversary. The global inspector will check whether the incoming message is eavesdrop by the adversary by 

checking its source address and hop count in the header. If the message is eavesdrop then it will get 

dropped otherwise global inspector will pass it ahead. At the destination node, it will be checked if the 

packet has come from the trusted node i.e. global inspector, if so the packet will be accepted otherwise it 

will get dropped. 

 
                            Figure1 System Architecture 
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4. Proposed Method: 
 

4.1. Description 
 

Mobility prediction algorithm defines the estimation of the future location of the communication nodes 

in the wireless sensor network. 

 

4.2. Algorithm Definition 
 

Initially the nodes start to communicate with its neighbor nodes in the region. To discover the 

neighbors, each node sends the beacon messages to it neighbor nodes. Beacon packets contain all the 

information about network. After each node knows about its neighbors, Source and Sink start to 

communicate with each other. Source will decide the path through which the data are transmitted. Initially 

source node defines the current location as ∆curr. Then these nodes finds, which current location is 

minimum, it is denoted by ∆min. The node starts action for scheduling, and all the scheduling is stored in 

mobility prediction table called mobility prediction module. The node calculates its future location based 

on minimum current location, current action, random conditions and traces. During each action the nodes 

movement is informed to the mobility module. Each node transfers the information to the sink based on 

minimum current location. 

 
 

4.3. Methodology 
 

Outline: When the current location of the communication node is known, the future location of the 

Communication node is predicted using the user mobile history. 

 

Scheduled Time: Time slot is denoted by ∆. Scheduled time defines as the prediction about the 

movement of nodes. The scheduled time is assigned as [∆min, ∆max]. 

 

Current Time: The time of current location is denoted by ∆curr. 

 

Elapsed Time: Elapsed duration in the current activity in the time slot is denoted by ∆elapsed 

 

Mean Time: Mean activity duration is denoted by ∆mean 

 

Predicted Time: The time until which the mobility of the node is to be determined is denoted by ∆predicted 

Start the communication at initial node at time ∆ 
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The initial node finds the next node location that is in minimum path.  

If ∆min ≤ ∆max, take minimum path Schedule the location using node mobile history. All the scheduling is 

stored in the location prediction module. 

 

Get the next activity from the node mobile history. If node moves, 

Next location = current location 

else 

∆curr = ∆curr + ∆mean - ∆elapsed 

∆curr < ∆predicted 

Time generator is used to determine the time allotted for node. For every action inform about node 

movement to the node mobility module. 

End 

  The simulation is carried out using Ns2 simulator. Topology is formed, in which various nodes are 

created. In the simulation 100 sensor nodes are randomly distributed within the network field of size 1000m 

* 1000m. Each node can communicate with other nodes in a radius of 50m. We indicate on average each 

sensor node has 40 neighbors nodes. All the movements of sensor nodes are monitored regularly by the 

base station. The topology used here is topography. Here AODV (Ad hoc On-Demand Distance Vector) 

protocol used to provide efficient communication between source and destination. The simulation results 

show the comparison results with existing method. 

 

Figure 2 shows the comparison results of latency vs. simulation time. X axis indicates the 

simulation time; Y axis indicates the latency value. In this graph for the existing method the simulation 

results start at simulation time 3. At this time the latency value is 0.6. This latency value is stable till the 

end of the time. This is because the eavesdropper hacks the information. So there is no communication is 

taking place. In the proposed method shows that latency value decreases when the simulation time 

increases. This shows our proposed method minimize the latency. 

 
Fig.2. Latency vs. Simulation time 

 

5. CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORK 

 

Prior work about the location privacy in sensor networks had maximum time assumed that the attacker has 

only a local eavesdropping capability and very few approaches had assumed global eavesdropping 

capability. The location privacy issues are formalized under the model of a global eavesdropper. Results 

show the minimum average communication overhead needed for achieving certain privacy. The technique 

is proposed to provide location privacy to source and destination against a global eavesdropper. Simulation 

and plotted graph results shows that our proposed method is effective and efficient in protecting the source 

location privacy. 

There are a number of directions that worth studying in the future. In particular, here we assume that the 

global eavesdropper will not compromise sensor nodes; it only performs traffic analysis without looking at 

the content of the packet. However, in practice, the global eavesdropper may be able to compromise a few 

sensor nodes in the field and perform traffic analysis with additional knowledge from insiders. In future this 

approach can also be implemented in real sensor platform. 
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